
Could you send me 
those meeting notes?

Already sent

All team members enabled Video conferencing ready

Real-time information 
capturing

Instantly captured 
agreements

Extra Secure on your Cloud

No More 
Misunderstandings 
or Missed Tasks

Our technological foundation behind isLucid  
enables a rich set of features. 

Effective Communication


Focus on the conversation and 

understanding your participants while our 

software makes notes for you.

Minutes Templates


You will get a full document ready to share 

with stakeholders. Get to focus on what 

really matters in an Agile environment.

Flexible Integration

Integrate isLucid into project management 
software. Turn meeting outcomes into 
actionable items automatically. API-based 
secure connections enable data transfers 
into your favorite management software.

Simplify Your 
Meetings

Start your MS Teams 
Meeting

Organize video conferencing with your 

peers on Microsoft Teams. 

Create action items

Commitment? Task? Idea?


Select the option, update if needed, and 

send to your favorite project management 

software or mark for meeting mintues.

See isLucid in side panel

Get your meeting automatically 

transcribed and enable call participants to 

identify action items within the same call 

screen!

Play a video

A Perfect Fit

for Your Business

Automatically transcribe online meetings into text, 
integrate into your management software, create 
actionable items, and share outcomes instantly.



We are introducing isLucid - an innovative voice recognition 
tool that accurately captures conversations and enables 
real-time process management.



Meanwhile, stay focused on what's truly important - leading. 
We will take care of notes, tasks, and everything else. 

Effective Communication

Focus on the conversation and understanding your 
participants while our software makes notes for you.

Full Integration

Easily integrate with most management systems such as 
Atlassian Jira Azure DevOps or MS Tasks by Planner (coming 
soon). Automatically transfer tasks to your project 
management software.

Backlog and Traceability

Capture tasks, make summaries from your online meetings 
and have all your conversations noted.

www.islucid.com

vytenis@islucid.com

+37065766046 

Purpose
Why do we exist?

To enhance the efficiency of team meetings and take 

online communication to the next level.

Mission
What are we here to do? How do 
we create that future?

We are here to create crystal clear communication in 

organizations, companies, and between team members 

by making meetings the most effective use of time.

Vision
What future do we want to help 
create? What does the future 
look like?

We imagine a future where each meeting has a lucid 

agenda, perfect notes, and fruitful outcomes, creating 

an environment of clarity and growth.

Values
What principles guide our 
behavior? 

We see communication as the cornerstone of every 

business. With our help, everyone will be able to achieve 

clarity in written and spoken words.

Book a demo!

Compatible with

Never miss a task,  
assignment or duty

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58EZyj2t5Lc&feature=youtu.be
http://www.islucid.com
mailto:matt@lucidagreements.com
https://lucidagreements.com/get-demo/

